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Soil Quality and Agricultural Zoning:
an Examination of Conflicts
DARRELL NAPTON*
ABSTRACT - The most common method used by local governm~nts, to prevent conversion of farmland to non-agricultural uses is zoning. An identification of high quality soils may be the most crucial
stage in the development of agricultural zoning ordinances. Common soil quality classifications are
not adequate in this identification, largely because they do not take local conditions into account.
When soil information is used to design zoning ordinances that can withstand litigation, several additional legal criteria must be fulfilled. Four Minnesota county zoning ordinances were examined to
determine if soil quality was used as a zoning criterion. Only one of the counties recognized the importance of soil quality in its agricultural zoning ordinances.

Prime farmland is a limited resource. AB population ex- ·
pands, prime land is subject to increasingly intensive uses.
In order to control growth and provide a stable agricultural
base, many communities have enacted zoning legislation that
provides for agricultural districts. This paper explores the
relationship between agricultural zoning and soil quality,
and examines four Minnesota counties to see if soil quality
is an essential part of their agricultural zoning ordinances.
Urban land uses often provide the most intensive competition for farm land. According to Raup, urban influences
upon farmland extend beyond the urban fringe to remote
rural land markets. While many urban centers continue to
grow, a combination of events has reversed rural migration to
cities. Beginning in about 1970, rural towns and villages
began to receive migrants who were retiring, seeking alternative life styles, or commuting to urban areas. Many of
these migrants and some traditional small town residents
purchased a few acres and moved into the open countryside.
These trends are particularly important in the Midwest, a
region that contains much of the nation's best agricultural
land. Minnesota, for instance, may lose 225,000 acres of
land to urban uses between 1975 and 1990. Much of this
land is presently being farmed. Conversion will take some
land out of production, and create the possibility of conflict between adjacent farm and non-farm landowners. The ·
Twin Cities metropolitan area and surrounding commutershed is the principal region of land conversion in Minnesota.
From 1970 to 1975 more than 55 ,000 acres changed from
agricultural or idle to urban uses in the seven county metropolitan region.
Farmland loss was not considered a problem until recently.
Land was formerly viewed as a commodity to be used for the
most profitable economic benefit of the owner. High technology farming led to great increases in production per acre .
Conversion of agricultural land caused little concern because
higher yields elsewhere offset the loss.
A variety of events have changed American attitudes toward
farmland. Lately, there have been hints that the increase in
farm productivity per unit of input may be slowing. There
is no fear that the United States will face a shortage of food
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in the foreseeable future , but farm exports are needed to
ofset the national balance of payments deficit. Moreover,
some persons argue that United States food also should be
used to feed hungry peoples of the world, while others contend
that food should be used as a political weapon. Finally, the
national concern about environmental degradation has played
a major role in changing attitudes toward land. As a result,
some individuals no longer see farmland as a personal commodity to be used for private gain. Rather, they would like
to define it as a limited resource which must be used for the
benefit of society. VictorYanaacone argued that:
The unique and irreplaceable prime agricultural lands of
this country represent a national, natural resource treasure
so vested with the public interest that they have become a
public trust requiring those who may be nominal "owners"
of such lands at this time to assume the role of faithful
stewards and guardians of this priceless and limited gift
of nature.
These changing attitudes may eventually lead to national
legislation to conserve farmland. Today, however, most land
use decisions are made at the state, local, or individual level.
States may use several powers to preserve or enhance agriculture. These include the power to regulate land for the interest of the public health, safety, and welfare. Some of the
techniques available through these powers include: compensable regulations, development rights easements, transferable development rights, and land banking. State enabling
legislation delegates these powers to local governments, but
local governments generally cannot afford to use them. In
the absence of state or federal financial assistance, most local
governments continue to rely upon police power regulation
by zoning.
Agricultural Zoning Ordiflances

Zoning is the most common method to maintain agriculture in areas of conflicting uses. Minnesota enabling statutes
list agriculture as one of the uses for which local governments
are permitted to zone.
Land use planning should precede zoning. The agriculture
section of a plan requires an in-depth study and interpretation of the area to fulfill the plan's purpose and to enhance
the chances of being upheld in court. The planning should
mclude an examination of the present structure of farming,
existing non-farm development, ownership patterns, plans for
new public facilities, a determination of farm investment, and
the identification of productive soils. The identification of
high quality soils may be the most important step in determining agricultural districts. Philip Gersmehl said: "If an
agricultural land preservation program is to encourage a high
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level of output, efforts should be concentrated on .land with
higher productivity potential." Prime quality soil provides
the base upon which agriculture can occur most successfully.
A soil ranking system must be used to identify the most
productive soils. Two national soil ranking systems and~'a
variety of local systems are used in the U.S. The Soil Conservation Service's Land Capability Classification System is
the most common. It uses soil and climatic data to defme
categories of land which have similar problems or management options. The Soil Conservation Ser1ice has also developed the Important Farmlands Inventory which combines
soil quality with general growing season and moisture supply
information to identify the most productive soils.
When a soil ranking system is to be used to delimit an agricultural district , its accuracy must be known if it is to be upheld in court. Gersmehl argued that the schema must be able
to take local conditions into account and still be reliable or it
"may inflict serious inequity on property holders ... and lead
to significant misallocation of public resources."
A soil rating system also needs to distinguish between soil
classes to withstand litigation. The classes must relate to the
purpose of the zoning. The classifications can be used to prevent the formation of arbitrary zoning districts which might
not take into account similarly situated persons or lands.
The courts are more likely to uphold an ordinance that provides for some districts that are not zoned for exclusive
agricultural use.
Soil classifications pose problems when they are used to design zoning districts because soil types seldom correspond
with ownership boundaries. How is a farm to be zoned if it
contains 49 percent of one soil type and 51 percent of
another? What if a largely unproductive farm contains an
island of prime farmland? Soil patterns are so complex that
they would lead to spot zoning if used as the sole criterion
for zoning districts. Zoning strictly along soil boundaries
would also result in a fragmented farm pattern. This would
increase the costs of operation by making the land needed to
reach a profitable level more dispersed. These conditions
might restrict land use so much as to prevent the owner from
making a reasonable economic return on his property, and
lead to the invalidation of the ordinance. Other classification problems arise when we learn that soils which produce
below average yields one year may produce above average
yields under different weather conditions, cropping systems,
or management. Many of these problems may be overcome
by the recognition that farming occurs on a diverse land base
and under a variety of weather conditions. No single soil is
best under all conditions.
Agricultural zoning does not occur in a static world. Court
attitudes toward proper use of the police power have been
changjng, and successful agricultural zoning must take these
changes into account. In 1926 the U.S. Supreme Court, in
the landmark zoning case of Euclid v. Amber Realty. Co.,
said:
••• while the meaning of constitutional guaranties never
varies, the scope of their application must expand or contract to meet the new and different conditions which are
constantly coming within the field of their operation ...
The line which in this freld separates the legitimate from
the illegitimate assumption of power is not capable of precise delimitation. It varies with the circumstances and
conditions. A regulatory zoning ordinance, which would
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be clearly valid as applied to great cities, might be clearly
invalid as applied to rural communities.
The courts traditionally have said that zoning must protect
the health, safety, and welfare of the community to be a
valid exercise of police power regulation. Recently some
courts have upheld cases in which the public welfare has not
been threatened . Some courts have even gone so far as to
say that zoning must go beyond the protection of rights and
should promote the public health, safety, and general welfare
of the community. Traditional court attitudes would have
required proof that urban growth was harming the public
health, safety, or welfare . In the past, an ordinance which
prohibited any land use that was not an immediate threat
would have been invalidated . These new court decisions may
support zoning ordinances which are designed to go beyond
the immediate protection of the public health, safety and
welfare to the long range protection of a publicly valuable
resource.
Rapid urban growth and an expanded awareness of environmental problems have broadened the ideas of community and
community welfare. Growth and environmental problems
are not confined to local areas but are often regional or
national in scope .
Donald Large has stated that :
We now realize that whatever the state of its title, one
parcel of land is inextricably intertwined with other parcels, and that causes and effects flow across artificially
imposed division in the land without regard for legal
boundaries. The land simply cannot be neatly divided
into mine and yours.
·
The continued production of food on prime quality soils is a
problem not confined to any single city or state. The courts
may recognize that the protection and utilization of these
soils are important for the larger community. The New Jersey
Supreme Court, in Southern Burlington NA.A. C.P. v. Mount
Laurel Township said that local zoning must take into account the general welfare of the region; and, when zoning has
an impact upon persons beyond the area, their welfare must
also be recognized and served. Courts in other states, however, have ruled that zoning used to promote concerns that
extend beyond the local area constitute a taking _without
compensation.
The Maine Supreme Court said that the benefits of preserving wetlands were a statewide concern, and that the state
should bear the costs. The Minnesota Supreme Court has
taken a similar position but it has also expressed concern for
the relationship between a high quality pollution free environment and the public health, safety, and welfare. The
Minnesota Court might be supportive of zoning which is designed to protect high quality soil if it can be linked to the
enhancement and preservation of a clean, high quality environment.
To summarize, Minnesota enabling legislation states that ~
local governments can legally zone for agricultural uses. 2
Changing national attitudes and the Minnesota Supreme
Court's attitude toward the environment indicate that zoning
ordinances designed to protect high quality soil might be successful. Do local governments, in fact, use soil quality as a
criterion when they design their agricultural zoning ordinances?
County Zoning Ordinances

"· ,,

The agriculture portion of the zoning ordinances of four
Twin City metropolitan area counties: Carver, Rice, Scott,
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and Washington, were analyzed for this study. Because these
counties have not developed local soil rating systems, I used
the Soil Suitability for Cropland-Twin Cities mapcto evaluate
the soils of Scott and Washington Counties. I used the
Important Farmland Inventory map series · ro evaluate the
soils of Carver and Rice counties. These maps classify soil
suitability for cropland into four categories: prime, good,
marginal and unsuited for farmland.
Most Scott County soils are rated good or marginal. The
county has only one type of agriculture district. The purpose
of the ordinances is not stated, and there is no mention of
soil. The agriculture zoning ordinance listed permitted us~,
conditional uses, lot size and setback requirements. It has a
conditional permit required of one single family residence on
2.5 acres. Zoning districts for single family urban residences
are scattered throughout the county, mostly in areas of good
soil.
Soil maps for Washington County also reveal good and
marginal soils. The county considered all farms in existence
when the ordinance became effective to be permitted uses.
Washington County has one type of agriculture district but
there are four types of residential districts which allow some
types of agriculture. Density requirements .are not discussed.
The ordinance did not contain a purpose, and soil is not
mentioned.
Carver County soils are prime with substantial areas of good
land. The zoning ordinance does not contain a purpose .
Farming is permitted in the "A" Agriculture District, and a
density of no more than one single family residence per forty
acres is allowed. Wooded areas which are "not presently
being used for agricultural production . .. may be used for
building sites upon the issuance of a Conditional Use Permit."
Carver County provides for a Restricted Agricultural District in the ordinances. This district restricts livestock to a
lower density per acre than in the "A" Agriculture District.
It also allows single family detached residences with no density restrictions, but restricts them from locating within onehalf mile of feed lots. These and other permitted and conditional uses indicate that this district is to provide a transition between urban and rural uses. The Carver County
Zoning Map, however, does not show any of these districts
but does show that all land outside the municipalities except
for six planned developments is zoned for agriculture. Soil
is not mentioned in the ordinance.
Rice County soil is about forty percent prime and forty percent good with the rest marginal to poor. The agriculture
section of the zoning ordinance begins with a statement of
intent: "To provide a district whose primary purpose is to
maintain, conserve and enhance agriculture land which has
historically been continually tilled and protect the land from
unnecessary urban encroachment." The density of nonfarm residences is limited to one per forty acres, and no residences are permitted on land with high quality soil that has
been farmed within the past five years. Accompanying the
zoning ordinance is a Policy Plan which outlines general and
specific land use policies. The first two general land use
policies are:
"

Identify and regulate accordingly those ~reas within
the County which are to be designated as Urban Development, Rural Development, Agriculture Protection, and
Recreation.
2. Protect and preserve prime agricultural land which has
been historically tilled.
· The preservation of agricultural land is also discussed in the
Pollution Control Section, and in the Agriculture Areas sec1.
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tion. The primary policies guiding decisions within Agriculture Areas are:
1. Areas identified as agriculture land should be managed
in such a way as to promote that use arid prevent a premature decline of the agriculture use.
2. All Agricultural Land with the soil classifications of
I, II, and III which has been historically tilled should be
preserved. No urban development sh.;uld be permitted
in these areas. (Soil classification should be per Rice
County Soil Survey Data, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Soil Conservation Service.)
The zoning ordinance also has provisions for an "Agriculture Land Retainment for Urban Expansion District." This
district permits all uses which the Agriculture District permits. The prohibition of residences on prime soil, however,
has been omitted. All of these districts are surrounding
growing towns. The Rural Residential Districts allow new
subdivisions only when they are contiguous to existing subdivisions. New single family residences are permitted only
on existing platted lots.
Enforcement and implementation not examined

This survey did not consider how the sample counties enforce their zoning ordinances. The success or failure of any
legal mechanism ultimately rests upon the persons who implement the ordinances. Their responses to local and to
third party interests determine whether an agriculture district
preserves prime land to produce food and fiber, or allows
competing uses in such a way that high quality soil is lost
and the long term viability of farming is jeopardized.
The identification of productive soils and appropriate restrictions to protect them constitute only one aspect of designing an agricultural district. Yet this may be the most important one because soil is a limited natural resource with a
lengthy renewal time . Minnesota local governments probably
have the enabling authority to protect high quality soil,
but three out of the four counties examined have chosen not
to do so. Only Rice County recognized the importance of
soil for agriculture in its purposes and ordinances. Rice also
had the greatest area of prime land and is farthest from the
core of the metropolitan area . More counties experiencing
pressure for the conversion of agricultural land to urban uses
need to incorporate soil rating shcemes into their zoning
ordinances.
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